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ABSTRACT

An enumeration and critical analysis of the many worldwide developments and proposals of the past twenty years f@
oxygen barrier plastic package materials for food products. Introduced with great publicity, numerous oxygen barrier
technologies have either disappeared or have evolved elsewhere. The rationales for their initiation and apparent
reasons for their current positions are reviewed.

INTRODUCTION

Oxygen barrier packaging, often erroneously called barrier packaging, has been required for food, health care, and
other product protection for centuries. Ceramic, glass and metal were or have been the most effective means to
exclude oxygen-containing air from the package interior and thus protect the contents against oxidation and aerobic
microbiological growth.

Since the advent of plastics for packaging, one objective of polymer chemistry and technology has been to develop
materials with oxygen barrier properties approaching those of metal or glass. Without having achieved this
objective, food, beverage, etc., packagers have compromised their oxygen barrier requirements by changing
formulations, processing, and/or by reducing distribution times. Thus, a convergence of plastic barrier package
materials and packagers’ requirements has been occurring. It is difftcult to predict when the two will precisely
match, but it is not at all difficult to assert that this convergence is inevitable.

One of the more intriguing conclusions of a twenty-year review of the progress of oxygen barrier is that the more
dramatic changes have taken place among the packagers than in oxygen barrier polymers and their derivatives.
Virtually every oxygen barrier plastic in significant commercial use today was in commercial use in 1978. With
only two developmental exceptions, every oxygen barrier plastic in either commercial use or in development today
were well known in 1978. This time line does not, however, signify a lack of progress in oxygen barrier plastics-
which are certainly more widely used today than at any time during the past two decades.

Oxygen barrier plastics may be achieved by:

. Monolayer oxygen barrier polymers

. Multilayer structures
-  Sandwich
- Barrier inside

. Surface treatment (plasma, glass, etc.)

. Surface coatings
-  P V D C

. Blends
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